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Case
Number

Arrest Date Address
And Time
Occurred

Arrestee

Age City

State Charge Desc

Case ORI

Drove vehicle while under the influence of alcohol or
drugs; Failed to provide proof of insurance; Drove
24 Aurora
CO
CO0230100
vehicle with excessive alcohol content; Failed to obey
traffic control signal;
Officers stopped a vehicle for failure to observe red light. Officers detected signs of alcohol impairment on the driver and arrested him.
The male was released on a summons for no proof of insurance, failed to observe red light, and drove under the influence of alcohol.

201812/31/2018
00023661; 00:59:00;

2300 S
GLEN AVE

El pidio
Martines
Vasquez ;

52000 TWO Antonio Adrian
RIVERS
Rodriguez24 Littleton
CO
CO0230100
PLAZA RD Navarro ;
Officers responded to a domestic violence at a local hotel. A male party shoved and strangled his girlfriend. The male was lodged on
Assualt in the 2nd Degree-Strangulation and a CICJIS Warrant out of Douglas County for an original charge of Vehicle/Vessel in Undesignated
Area a Petty Offence 2 with a bond of $350.00 (DKT C0182018M 002480).

201901/01/2019
00000007; 02:32:00;

52000 TWO
Ronald Wesley
Glenwood
RIVERS
56
CO
Williamson ;
Springs
PLAZA RD
The suspect was summoned and released for trespass at a local hotel.

201901/01/2019
00000012; 06:40:00;

Trespass;

CO0230100

201901/05/2019 910 GRAND Juan SegoviaGlenwood
Violation of bail bond conditions (felony); Violation of
23
CO
CO0230100
00000277; 01:41:00;
AVE
Granados ;
Springs
a restraining order (misdemeanor);
Glenwood Springs Officers contacted a male suspect in relation to a trespass at a local bar. Officers identified the male and found the
suspect to be in violation of a restraining order. The male was arrested and transported to the Garfield County Jail where he was lodged on
the charges of violation of restraining order and violation of bond conditions. The case is closed and cleared by arrest.

Domestic Violence; Assault in the third degree
(simple) (misdemeanor); Violation of bail bond
201901/05/2019
Brandon Frank
conditions (secured bond) (misdemeanor);
415 6TH ST
28 Wray
CO
CO0230100
00000286; 04:46:00;
Zink ;
Obstructing government operations (misdemeanor);
Violation of a restraining order (misdemeanor); Third
degree criminal trespass (petty offense);
Officers responded to an EMS call at a local hotel. Upon investigation it was found to be an assault/domestic violence call. The suspect
was identified, located and arrested. The suspect was jailed on charges of assault, domestic violence, obstruction, trespassing,
violation of a restraining order and violation of bail bond conditions.
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